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        Bottles

                    All Tommee Tippee bottles have one thing in common… the most breast-like teat, ever.

                Voted number 1 for switching between breast and bottle* 
They’re recommended by mums and loved by babies. All you need to do is choose which bottle is right for you.
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                    Meet the family

                            95% of mums would recommend.*

                
            *Based on 2021 study of 524 parents who use Tommee Tippee bottles.
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            Closer to Nature Baby Bottles

            
                The original most breast like bottle, this is every mums dream.
Transition your little one from boob to bottle and back with less fuss from your baby and less stress for you.

            

            Find Out More
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            Advanced Anti-Colic Baby Bottles

            
                No parent wants to see their little one experience colic symptoms. So we’ve paired our breast-like teat with powerful anti-colic technology to take air out of milk and away from baby’s tummy.

            

            Find Out More
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            Glass

            
                Our most eco-friendly bottle. This long-lasting bottle is recycleable, easy to clean and super durable. Perfect for parents who want to do that little bit extra for the planet.

            

            Find Out More
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            Silicone

            
                Our most breast-like teat just got a boob soft bottle. Made with squishy silicone material this bottle is inspired by the warmth and comfort of mum.

            

            Find out more
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            Closer to Nature Baby Bottles

            With our award-winning** Closer to Nature® baby bottle, switching between breast and bottle feeding has never been simpler. With our breast-like teat and built-in anti-colic valve, it could just be the best thing for baby, since you! Inspired by mum, designed by experts.


Our 150ml and 260ml bottles each come complete with a slow flow teat, ideal for newborns. Our 340ml bottles each come complete with a medium flow teat, ideal for babies 3m+. Compatible with all Closer to Nature® teats, so you can adapt the flow of milk as your little one develops.
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            Advanced Anti-Colic Baby Bottles

            With our award-winning** Advanced Anti-Colic baby bottle, switching between breast and bottle feeding has never been simpler. With our breast-like teat and unique anti-colic technology, it could just be the best thing for baby, since you! Inspired by mum, designed by experts.


Our 150ml and 260ml anti-colic baby bottles each come complete with a slow flow teat, ideal for newborns. Anti-Colic bottles are only compatible with Anti-Colic teats – available in different flow rates, so you can adapt the flow of milk as your little one develops.
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            Glass

            With our award-winning** Closer to Nature baby bottle, switching between breast and bottle feeding has never been simpler. With our breast-like teat and built-in anti-colic valve, it could just be the best thing for baby, since you! Inspired by mum, designed by experts. Made from durable medical grade glass that is naturally sustainable, long-lasting and stain resistant. 


Our 150ml and 250ml glass baby bottles each come complete with a slow flow teat, ideal for newborns. Compatible with all Closer to Nature® teats, so you can adapt the flow of milk as your little one develops.
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            Silicone

            So, it’s our award-winning** breast-like teat that you and baby love but now you can combine it with our most breast-like bottle. When you are looking for a bottle that is the next best thing to you, this is the one! Made from soft-feel silicone that allows the warmth of the milk to be felt by baby and the softness that feels like a breast so your baby will be comforted when you are not an option. 



	




Our 150ml and 260ml silicone baby bottles each come complete with a slow flow teat, ideal for newborns.  Silicone bottles are only compatible with Closer to Nature® teats – available in different flow rates, so you can adapt the flow of milk as your little one develops.
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                    Teats

                    Our teats are insired by mum herself - flexing, stretching and moving just like mum so baby will easily transition between breast and bottle. Acceptance guaranteed.
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            Teats

            Loved by mums and babies, our award-winning**, easy latch-on, breast-like teat feels closer to skin and mimics the natural flex and movement of a mum’s breast for a comfortable feed and a smooth transition from breast to bottle. 
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            Go with the flow
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            Choose the perfect flow to suit your little one's stage and swap out as they grow and get hungier. Attach to your chosen Tommee Tippee bottle and you're good to go!

        

    





    
        
            
                
                
                    
                
                
                    
                        
                    
                
            
        
    

    
        

                *Based on 2021 study of 524 parents who use Tommee Tippee bottles.
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